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STORIES OR THIS 
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT



What is 
knowledge 
management?

The practice of

•Capturing

•Storing

•Sharing

•Applying your knowledge…

…collectively and 
systematically



Thinking about Knowledge Systematically: 
Three types of knowledge

Explicit

• Documented

Implicit

• Rules of 
Thumb

Tacit

• Deep 
Smarts



Knowledge Management in Practice

Knowledge 
Repositories 
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BRIDGING THE GAP…



(Explicit Knowledge)

(Implicit Knowledge)

NJI Planning Portal

1. Understand what we do

2. Create a container, and design an architecture

3. Fill it with what we already had documented

4. Fill in the blanks of what had never been documented



Anticipating Succession of Knowledge



Making the Implicit Explicit

•List the steps required to complete the task

•What resources or tools do you use and how are they 
accessed?

•Has it always been done this way? If no, how has it been 
changed and why?

•When making decisions relating to this task, what factors do 
you consider?

•What is your ideal outcome when doing this task?



Knowledge 
Based Exit 
Interview

• Ideally conducted by possible successor(s), and others 
knowledgeable in the work

• What are the three most difficult problems you face on 
a regular basis? 

• What are three things you have learned that you wish 
you had known when you started in this position? 

• What is the biggest challenge your replacement will 
face? 

• What are the two initiatives you are most proud of? 
What makes them so effective? 

• Key Probes: Why? Can you give me an example?



IS IT WORTH 
THE EFFORT?

1. Better Decisions

2. More Strategic 
Onboarding

3. Identification of 
Vulnerabilities

4. Elevated conversations

5. More space for creativity



WHAT STRATEGIES HERE 
COULD IMPROVE YOUR 

PROCESSES OR 
SYSTEMS?



Tips for Undertaking a KM Project

• Don’t let technology be the star

• Watch out for settling for the low-hanging fruit and/or biting off more than 
you can chew

• Ensure cross-organizational buy-in

• Not everything is worth harnessing – curate what you share carefully

• Value and acknowledge tacit knowledge



Before KM… After KM…


